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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background 

  The State’s duty as a modern state law (Rechtstaat) and welfare state is not 

merely to run the governance, yet rather, it extends to the responsibility to increase 

the prosperity of its citizen to fulfill the purpose of the state itself.1 While such 

responsibility can be fulfilled by constantly develop many sectors, such as social, 

cultural, and especially economic sector. Economist, development practitioners, 

business executives, the world of finance and investment, business schools, 

researchers and science and technology experts have been emphasizing how 

important it is for countries to focus on economic growth as a major contributor to 

national development.2 Thereby, it can be inferred that economic growth affects 

significantly to the betterment of the national development in which as well reflects 

the betterment of the people’s welfare. As related to that matter, the effort to fulfill 

such welfare state in economic field has been mandated by Pancasila and Indonesia 

1945 Constitution specifically under Article 33 of Indonesia 1945 Constitution. 

                                                
1 Yudha Bhakti Ardhiwisastra, Imunitas Kedaulatan Negara di Forum Pengadilan Asing, (Bandung: 
 PT Alumni, 1999), p. 16. 
2 Kwaku Appiah-Adu and Mahamudu Bawumia, Key Determinants of National 

Development: Historical Perspectives and Implications for Developing Economies, (London 
and New York: Routledge, 2016). 
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  In light with Article 33 verse (4) of Indonesian 1945 Constitution, Indonesia 

adopts the principle of ekonomi kerakyatan or economic democracy3 that is an 

economic system which objective is to achieve each citizen’s independence in 

economic sector. Economic democracy is not merely focusing on individual’s 

welfare, yet it is how a production is carried out by every person involved. This 

principle of kinship is the juridical constitutional embodiment of the mandate 

endowed in Indonesia 1945 Constitution to fulfill the social welfare of every citizen 

of Indonesia.4 Hence, the state must eliminate the negative characteristics that is 

endowed in the liberal economic system and socialism in running economic 

activity. For instance, the free fight liberalism which justifies human exploitation, 

in which the state and its apparatus minimalize, and suppress the potential and 

creativity of the economic unit, and encourages economic centralization into certain 

group that has the tendency to monopolize and harm public interest.5 

 Looking at its economic growth and resources, Indonesia is one of the country 

in Southeast Asia which has a very potential growth in its business sector. Moreover, 

as one of the largest developing country, Indonesia has a very promising future 

particularly in business sectors. There are numerous business actors from micro sized 

to large business players that are growing in Indonesia. These business players hold a 

very essential role in contributing to stimulate the economic growth. Such advantages 
                                                
3 Article 33 verse (1) Indonesia 1945 Constitution: “Economy is structured as a joint effort based on 

the principle of kinship.”  
4 Chatamarrasjid, Menyikap Tabir Perseroan (Piercing the Corporate Veil): Kapita Selekta Hukum 

Perusahaan, (Bandung: Citra Aditya Bakti, 2000), p. 140-141.   
5 Ahmad Yani and Gunawan Widjaja, Seri Hukum Bisnis Anti Monopoli, (Jakarta: Rajawali Pers, 

1999), p. 4.   
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must not be wasted and shall be well-utilized and developed in order to achieve its 

full potential and to contribute in enhancing economic development. Nevertheless, 

economic development shall only occur with the right legal protection, particularly in 

business sector. As for the benefit of business competition is to enhance the 

utilization on economic resources in a way that is efficient, stimulating goods and/or 

service quality, consumer protection, production process, and technology innovation, 

giving the opportunity to consumers to have product selection with a reasonable 

price.6 Nonetheless, on the other hand, if in the business sector there is no existence 

of well-regulated legal protection to maintain a healthy business climate, thus, such 

competition will only affect negatively to the state, and most importantly to the 

welfare of the people. Therefore, in light with the spirit of economic democracy, thus, 

the state established such legal protection in form of Law No. 5 of 1999 concerning 

The Prohibition of Monopoly Practices and Unfair Business Competition (hereinafter 

referred as “Law No. 5/1999”). Article 2 of Law No. 5/1999 stipulates that “Business 

actors in Indonesia must conduct their business activities based on the principles of 

economic democracy, with due observance of the equilibrium between the interests of 

business actors and the public interest.” Through Law No. 5/1999, it implies a 

message that business competition is a positive thing as an essential element in 

modern economy. Nevertheless, business actors who aim to gain profit as much as 

possible must compete in a way that is fair and honest. Business actor who conducts 

their business activity fairly shall compete in providing the best goods or services to 
                                                
6 Galuh Puspaningrum, Hukum Persaingan Usaha, (Yogyakarta: Aswaja Pressindo, 2013), p. 3. 
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the consumers. By conducting a fair business competition, the business actors will 

offer various goods and/or services with low price and good quality in which is 

beneficial to the consumer’s interest.  

 In business competition, aside from the existence of fair competition which 

upholds the value of fairness and just, there also exists unhealthy competition or 

unfair competition, even the destructive competition. These unfair and destructive 

competitions are the ones which oftentimes inflict harm to the consumers. 

 One of the form of unfair business practice is cartel. Webster’s Law 

Dictionary defines cartel as a group of independent corporations or other entities that 

join together to fix prices, control distribution, or reduce competition.7 On that basis, 

it can be concluded that cartel is a group of business actor that are supposedly 

competing, yet in contrary, they agree with one another to fix prices to gain 

monopolistic profit. As accordance with Law No. 5/1999, the categories of conduct 

most often defined as cartels are: 

1. Price fixing (Article 5 of Law No. 5/1999) 

2. Market division (Article 9 of Law No. 5/1999) 

3. Output restriction/Cartel (Article 11 of Law No. 5/1999) 

In other jurisdiction such as United States of America, even recognizes collusive 

tendering or bid rigging as one of the form of cartel practice. Bid rigging (or collusive 

                                                
7 Susan Ellis Wild, Webster’s New World Law Dictionary, (New Jersey: Wiley, Hoboken Publishing, 

2006), p. 82. 
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tendering) occurs when businesses, that would otherwise be expected to compete, 

secretly conspire to raise prices or lower the quality of goods or services for 

purchasers who wish to acquire products or services through a bidding process.8 

 Price fixing agreement is one of a strategy that is conducted by business 

actors which objective is to gain maximum profit. Price fixing agreement allows 

business actors that are involved in the agreement to dictate or force a price 

unilaterally to consumers, in which most of the time, the price that is dictated to the 

consumer is unreasonably higher than the usual.9 The practice of price fixing might 

result the consumers to have no extensive alternative on goods or services, in fact, the 

consumers are forced to purchase goods or services that are available with such a 

high and unreasonable price that has been set by the business actors.10 Article 5 verse 

(1) of Law No. 5/1999 further stipulates: 

 “Business actors are prohibited from making any agreement with other 

 business competitors in order to fix prices on certain goods and/or services to 

 be borne by the consumers in the same relevant market.” 

 Article 5 of Law No. 5/1999 uses per se illegal approach, meaning that the 

law enforcer shall apply this article directly to business actors that conduct price 

fixing without having to prove that such practice might result in monopoly practice 

                                                
8  OECD, “Guidelines for Fighting Bid Rigging in Public Procurement”, 

http://www.oecd.org/daf/competition/cartels/42851044.pdf, p. 1. accessed on August 23rd. 
9 Andi Fahmi Lubis, et al., Hukum Persaingan Usaha Antara Teks dan Konteks, (Jakarta: Deutsche 

Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ) GmbH, 2009), p. 91. 
10 Ibid. 
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and unfair business competition.11 Nevertheless, there are grounds of justification to 

conduct price fixing agreement. As accordance with Article 5 verse (2), Provisions as 

referred to under verse (1) of this article shall not be applicable to an agreement made 

in a joint-partnership and/or an agreement made based on the existing law.12 

 Market division, on the other hand, though it has a similar objective as price 

fixing, which is to gain maximum profit, it has a different method in order to reach 

such goal.  Market division practice is when business actor enters into an agreement 

with his competitors to divide market territory or market allocation to avoid the 

occurrence of business competition among them.13 Through market division, business 

actors shall have control over market allocation without having to compete with other 

competitors. Hence, the business actors will raise and lower the price easily or 

decrease its production to gain as much profit as possible.14 

 In regard to cartel, Article 11 of Law No. 5/1999 regulates that business actor 

is prohibited to enter an agreement with its competitor with the intent to affect market 

price by controlling the production and/or marketing of a good and/or service which 

might result in the occurrence of monopoly practice and/or unfair business 

competition.15 The formulation in Law No. 5/1999 does not categorize cartel as per se 

                                                
11 Ibid., p. 92. 
12 Article 5 verse (2) of Law No. 5/1999. 
13 Andi Fahmi Lubis, Op.Cit., p. 100. 
14 Ibid. 
15 Article 11 of Law No. 5/1999: “Business actors shall be prohibited from entering into agreements 

with their business competitors, with the intention of influencing prices by arranging the 
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illegal,16 because cartel is still justified as long as it does not inflict monopolistic 

practice and/or unfair business competition which disadvantages public interest. 

 Although, Law No. 5/1999 has been enacted, it does not necessarily mean the 

occurrence of unfair business practices is completely eradicated. In practice, there are 

still numerous unfair business practices are conducted, such as price fixing, cartel, 

predatory pricing, etc, that harms the competitors in the same relevant market and as 

well as the consumers. Hence, to ensure the implementation of Law No. 5/1999, the 

state established an independent body as the law enforcer, free from any interference 

from any parties including the government, which is The Business Competition 

Supervisory Commission (hereinafter referred as “KPPU”). Henceforth, KPPU is 

given the authority to investigate an alleged violation against the Law No. 5/1999 

which indicates monopoly practices and unfair business practices based on a 

report/complaint or upon its own initiative.17 

 Unfair business practice in form of cartel can be seen from the tire cartel 

which was conducted by 6 (six) domestic tire producers that are incorporated in 

Asosiasi Perusahaan Ban Indonesia (APBI). The six domestic tire producers consist 

                                                                                                                                      
production and or marketing of certain goods and or services, which may cause monopolistic 
practices and or unfair business competition.” 

16 Per se illegal approach is the type of approach which states a certain agreement or business activity 
are deemed to be illegal, without further authentication on the consequences arise from the 
agreement or business activity. See. Andi Fahmi Lubis, et.al., Hukum Persaingan Usaha: 
Antara Teks dan Konteks, (Jakarta: ROV Creative Media, 2009), p. 55.  

17 Markus Meier, Introduction to Competition Law & Policy, and Indonesia’s Competition Law & 
Business Competition Commission, paper presented to the Supreme Court of the Republic of 
Indonesia, Jakarta 14, Sept. 6-7, 2001. 
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of PT Bridgestone Tire Indonesia, PT Sumi Rubber Indonesia, PT Gajah Tunggal 

Tbk, PT Goodyear Indonesia Tbk, PT Elang Perdana Tyre Industry and PT Industri 

Karet Deli. In KPPU Decision No 08/KPPU-I/2014, KPPU decided that the 6 (six) 

domestic tire producers have jointly violated Article 5 verse (1) concerning Price 

Fixing and Article 11 concerning Cartel of Law No. 5/1999 relating to Passenger Car 

Radial Replacement tire Ring 13, Ring 14, Ring 15, and Ring 16 from 2009 to 2012. 

Unsatisfied with the decision of KPPU, the 6 (six) tire companies filed an appeal to 

the District Court of Central Jakarta, in which later the judges in Decision No. 

70/Pdt.G/KPPU/2015/PN Jkt Pst affirmed KPPU Decision and declared the 6 (six) 

tire companies had violated Article 5 verse (1) and Article 11 of Law No. 5/1999. 

Although KPPU decision was affirmed by the District Court, the panel of judges 

decided to reduce the amount of fine that the 6 (six) domestic tire producers must 

pay, in which formerly was Rp 25.000.000.000-, (twenty-five billion rupiah), 

becomes Rp 5.000.000.000-, (five billion rupiah) for each company. Due to the 

reduction of fine, KPPU filed an appeal to Supreme Court. At Supreme Court level, 

Syamsul Maarif as the head of the panel of judges along with Abdurrahman and I 

Gusti Agung Sumanatha as the member of panel of judges, reaffirmed KPPU and 

Central Jakarta District Court decisions. The judges accepted the existential of 

indirect evidence as a valid and admissible evidence, as long as the evidence 

presented is sufficient and logical, and there is no other stronger evidence that might 

weaken the indirect evidence. Under Supreme Court Decision No. 221 K/Pdt.Sus-

KPPU/2016, KPPU decision was further reaffirmed declaring the six domestic tire 
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producers were proven guilty and obliged to pay fine in amount of Rp 

30.000.000.000-, (thirty billion rupiah). 

 KPPU Decision No. 08/KPPU-I/2014 concerning price fixing cartel began 

with KPPU’s suspicion in regard to APBI’s meeting minute which contains APBI 

Sales Director Meeting report. In the minute of APBI’s meeting, it was found an 

indication of the occurrence of price fixing agreement based on head of APBI’s 

persuasion to not decrease the price of the tire. Moreover, there was a production 

control (cartel) which was based on the persuasion of the head of APBI to conduct 

production control during the crisis to create a conducive industry situation.18 

 During investigation stage, KPPU used Harrington method which is the 

incorporation of various methods. This method also used economic approach which 

uses analysis residual regression method among companies from the estimation result 

of the panel data. This infers that the evidentiary process is not separable from 

economic analysis as indirect evidence.19 Thus, the author is interested to conduct a 

further analysis upon KPPU Decision No. 08/KPPU-I/2014. Hence, this thesis shall 

be titled as “Juridical Analysis on the Indication of Cartel Practice in Indonesia Tire 

Industry: Case Study on Price Fixing and Tire Cartel Based on KPPU Decision No. 

08/KPPU-I/2014 and Supreme Court Decision No. 221 K/Pdt.Sus-KPPU/201”  

                                                
18 See. Terms of Reference Kerja Seminar Publik “Eksaminasi Putusan Komisi Pengawas Persaingan 

Usaha No.08/KPPU-I/2014 tentang Dugaan Pelanggaran Pasal 5 ayat (1) dan Pasal 11 
Undang-Undang No. 5 Tahun 1999”, p. 1.   

19 Indirect evidence has not been regulated under law and regulation, however, Article 42 of Law No. 
5/1999 explicitly regulates regarding indirect evidence as a proof in form of indication.  
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1.2 Formulation of Issues 

 Referring to the background which has been described previously, issues to be 

discussed are: 

1. How is the fulfillment of the elements of Article 5 verse (1) concerning 

Price Fixing and Article 11 concerning Cartel of Law No. 5 of 1999 in 

KPPU Decision No. 08/KPPU-I/2014? 

2. How is the application of communication evidence and economic analysis 

as indirect evidence in the Decision of Case No. 08/KPPU-I/2014? 

 

1.3 Objective of Research 

 Based on what has been described in the Background and Formulation of 

Issues, as for the purpose of this study are: 

1. To analyze the Decision of KPPU No. 08/KPPU-I/2014 concerning Price 

Fixing and Tire Cartel Practice conducted by PT Bridgestone Tire 

Indonesia, PT Sumi Rubber Indonesia, PT Gajah Tunggal, Tbk., PT 

Goodyear Indonesia, Tbk., PT Elang Perdana Tyre Industry, and PT Industri 

Karet Deli has been applied accordingly with the Article 5 verse (1) and 

Article 11 of Law No 5/1999. 

2. To analyze the use of communication evidence and economic analysis as 

indirect evidence in determining the occurrence of Price Fixing and Tire 

Cartel Practice based on KPPU Decision No. 08/KPPU-I/2014. 
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1.4 Advantage of Research 

1. Academic Point of View 

 The result of this legal research is expected to give benefit to academic 

world, which is to enrich the knowledge of unfair business practices 

specifically concerning cartel and the implementation of Article 5 verse (1) 

and Article 11 of Law No 5 of 1999 concerning Prohibition of Monopoly 

Practices and Unfair Competition. 

2. Practical Point of View 

The result of this legal research is also expected to give benefit to society, as 

well as to give contribution in form of thought and reasoning to legal 

practitioners, which is as additional references to legal analysis in the field 

of Competition Law, specifically concerning cartel and the authentication in 

proving the occurrence of cartel. Furthermore, the research and analysis in 

this paper is also expected to give input to business actors as the ones who 

conduct the business activity and KPPU as the law enforcer in Indonesia 

business competition. 

 

   1.5 Systematic of Writing 

 CHAPTER I : INTRODUCTION 

  This chapter consists of background of the issue, formulation of issue, 

purpose of the research, advantage of the research, as well as the systematic of 

research. 
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 CHAPTER II : LITERATURE REVIEW 

  In this chapter, the writer divides the literature review into two 

sections which are theoretical framework and conceptual framework which 

were obtained from Law No. 5/1999 as the basis of this research. 

 CHAPTER III : METHOD OF RESEARCH 

  In this chapter, the writer discusses some matters relating to several 

points, mainly, type of research, consisting primary law, secondary law, and 

tertiary law. Afterwards, the technique and data analysis that are used to 

conduct research on the topic related to this thesis. 

 CHAPTER IV : DISCUSSION 

  Elaborating the case concerning Price Fixing and tire Cartel conducted 

by 6 (six) domestic tire producers, PT Bridgestone Tire Indonesia, PT Sumi 

Rubber Indonesia, PT Gajah Tunggal Tbk, PT Goodyear Indonesia Tbk, PT 

Elang Perdana Tyre Industry and PT Industri Karet Deli, towards KPPU 

Decision No 08/KPPU-I/2014 as accordance with the prevailing law and 

regulation. 

 CHAPTER V : CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

  As the last chapter of this thesis, this chapter shall consist of 

conclusion of the legal research that has been discussed from CHAPTER I to 

CHAPTER V of this thesis, along with suggestion from the writer. 

 

 


